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Small and large transﬁnite inductive
dimensions
Non-coinciding dimensions




Hereditarily decomposable and hereditarily
indecomposable continua
We introduce a general method of resolving ﬁrst countable, compact spaces that allows
accurate estimate of inductive dimensions. We apply this method to construct, inter alia,
for each ordinal number α > 1 of cardinality  c, a rigid, ﬁrst countable, non-metrizable
continuum Sα with trind Sα = trInd Sα = trind0Sα = trInd0Sα = α. Sα is the increment
in some compactiﬁcation of [0,1) and admits a fully closed, ring-like map onto a metric
continuum. Moreover, every subcontinuum of Sα is separable. Additionally, Sα can be
constructed so as to be: (1) a hereditarily indecomposable Anderson–Choquet continuum
with covering dimension a given natural number n, provided α > n, (2) a hereditarily
decomposable and chainable weak Cook continuum, (3) a hereditarily decomposable and
chainable Cook continuum, provided α is countable, (4) a hereditarily indecomposable
Cook continuum with covering dimension one, or (5) a Cook continuum with covering
dimension two, provided α > 2.
We also produce a chainable and hereditarily decomposable space Sω(c+) with trind Sω(c+),
trInd Sω(c+), trind0 Sω(c+) and trInd0 Sω(c+) all equal to ω(c
+), the ﬁrst ordinal of
cardinality c+.
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
In this paper, all spaces are T1 and normal and a continuum is a non-empty compact and connected space. Let A, B be
disjoint closed sets of a space X and C a closed set of X disjoint from A ∪ B . C is called a (zero) partition between A and B
if (C is a zero set of X and) there are disjoint open sets U , V of X such that A ⊂ U , B ⊂ V and X \ C = U ∪ V . C is said to
be a partition in X if it is a partition between two distinct points of X . Recall that Ind and Ind0 are deﬁned inductively as
follows. Ind X or Ind0 X equals −1 iff X = ∅. For X = ∅, Ind X (respectively, Ind0 X ) is the smallest non-negative integer n for
which between any pair of disjoint closed sets A and B of X , there is a partition (respectively, zero partition) C with IndC
(respectively, Ind0 C )  n − 1, if such an integer exists. If no such integer exists, we set Ind X (respectively, Ind0 X ) = ∞. If
in the above deﬁnition of Ind (respectively, Ind0), we stipulate that the set A is a singleton, we obtain the deﬁnition of ind
(respectively, ind0).
The dimension functions ind0 and Ind0 constitute a useful tool for computing inductive dimensions for two reasons.
Firstly, the equality ind0 = Ind0 holds for completely paracompact, in particular for Lindelöf, spaces. Secondly, there is
a countable sum theorem for Ind0: If a space X is the countable union of zero subsets with Ind0  n, then Ind0 X  n. From
the sum theorem and the evident closed subset theorem, one readily deduces the cozero subset theorem: If G is a cozero
set of a space X , then Ind0 G  Ind0 X . For further properties of Ind0, the interested reader is referred to [7].
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trInd0 X is the smallest ordinal α for which between any pair of disjoint closed sets A and B of X , there is a zero partition
C with trInd0 C < α, if such an ordinal exists. If no such ordinal exists, we set trInd0 X = ∞. Evidently, trind trInd trInd0
and trind trind0  trInd0. Hence, if trind X = trInd0 X , then trind X = trind0 X = trInd X = trInd0 X .
For the standard terminology and results in general topology and dimension theory the reader is referred to [12]
and [13]. We use N, I, Q, and R for the set of positive integers, the unit interval [0,1], the set of rationals in [0,1],
and the set of real numbers, respectively. The closure, interior and boundary of a subset A of a space X are denoted by
clX A, intX A and bdX A, respectively, and the subscripts are omitted whenever there is no danger of confusion. |A| denotes
the cardinality of a set A, and c the cardinality of I. The deﬁnition of chainable or snake-like spaces is given in Section 3.
A non-degenerate continuum X is called:
• decomposable if X is the union of two proper subcontinua,
• hereditarily decomposable, frequently abbreviated to HD, if every non-degenerate subcontinuum P of X is decomposable,
• hereditarily indecomposable, frequently abbreviated to HI, if none of its non-degenerate subcontinua is decomposable,
• an Anderson–Choquet continuum if every non-degenerate subcontinuum P of X admits only one embedding P → X , the
identity on P ,
• a weak Cook continuum if, for every non-degenerate subcontinuum P of X , every map P → X with P ∩ f (P ) = ∅ is
constant, and
• a Cook continuum if every non-degenerate subcontinuum P of X admits only one non-constant map P → X , the identity
on P .
Chainable, non-metrizable, ﬁrst countable and separable continua Xn with ind Xn = Ind0 Xn = n, for each n ∈ N, can be
found in [6,8,10] and, under the Continuum Hypothesis in [24]. In [10], Chatyrko proves the equality ind Xn = n for his
space Xn , while the equality Ind0 Xn = n is obtained in [19]. In the same paper [10], Chatyrko also constructs chainable, ﬁrst
countable and separable spaces Xω0 and Xω0+1 with trind Xω0 = ω0 and trind Xω0+1 = ω0 + 1.
Question 1 in Pasynkov’s paper [25] asks whether a chainable continuum Sα with trind Sα = α exists for each ordinal α.
Note that a ﬁrst countable compact space X has cardinality  c (see [12], Corollary 3.1.30) and, if trind X = α < ∞, then
α will have cardinality at most c (see [13, Theorem 7.1.6]). Thus, we have in this paper a complete answer to Pasynkov’s
question for ﬁrst countable spaces.
Let us add that in a recent paper [19], Krzempek constructs for each n ∈ N: (1) a hereditarily indecomposable continuum
Xn with dim Xn = n and 2n − 1  ind Xn  Ind0 Xn = 2n, (2) a hereditarily indecomposable Anderson–Choquet continuum
Yn such that dim Yn = n ind Yn  Ind0 Yn = n + 1, and (3) a chainable and hereditarily decomposable Cook continuum Zn
with n  ind Zn  Ind0 Zn = n + 1. The same paper [19] contains a Cook continuum Z with 2 = dim Z < Ind0 Z = 3. All of
the above continua are non-metrizable, ﬁrst countable and separable.
2. Auxiliary dimension theoretic results
The following lemma generalizes Proposition 17 in [4], where the result is proved for α ﬁnite. For the convenience of
the reader, we include the proof of the case α = 0. Recall that in a normal space a zero set is simply a closed Gδ-set.
Lemma 1. Let α  0 be an ordinal, m  0 an integer, and E a closed subset of a normal space X. Suppose that trInd0 E  α and
Ind0 F m for every closed subset F of X disjoint from E. Then trInd0 X  α +m. If α is a limit ordinal > 0, then trInd0 X  α.
Proof by induction on α. Consider arbitrary disjoint closed sets A, B ⊂ X .
If α = 0, there are disjoint closed sets A′, B ′ ⊂ E such that A ∩ E ⊂ A′ , B ∩ E ⊂ B ′ , and A′ ∪ B ′ = E . Hence, there are
cozero sets U , V ⊂ X such that A∪ A′ ⊂ U , B ∪ B ′ ⊂ V , and clU ∩ cl V = ∅. Since Ind0 F m for the zero set F = X \ (U ∪ V )
of X , there is a zero partition M in F between bdU and bd V with Ind0 M m − 1. It is easily checked that M is a zero
partition in X between A and B . Therefore, Ind0 X m.
Suppose now that α > 0. Take a zero partition L in E between E ∩ A and E ∩ B with trInd0 L < α. Then there is a zero
partition M in X between A and B with M ∩ E = L (see e.g. Lemma 6.1.5 of [13]). Observe that a closed set of M disjoint
from L, being disjoint from E , has Ind0 m. Thus, trInd0 M < α +m by the obvious induction hypothesis, and if α is a limit
ordinal, then trInd0 M < α. Hence the result. 
It is useful to recall at this point that in a normal space an Fσ -subspace is normal.
Lemma 2. Let E be a zero set of a normal space X. Suppose that A, B are disjoint closed sets of X and L is a zero partition in E between
E ∩ A and E ∩ B. Then there are disjoint cozero subsets G, H of X such that A ⊂ G, B ⊂ H and clX G ∩ clX H ⊂ L. Furthermore, there
is a zero partition M in X between A and B with M \ E ⊂ X \ (clX G ∪ clX H) and M ∩ E = L.
If Ind0(X \ E)m < ∞, M can be chosen with Ind0(M \ L)m − 1.
If Ind0(X \ E) m < ∞ and X \ E is a metrizable space containing an Fσ -set T with dim T  0, then M can be chosen with
Ind0(M \ L)m − 1 and M ∩ T = ∅.
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closed sets of the cozero subspace X \ L of X , X \ L is a normal space, and we can let G and H be any cozero subsets of
X \ L with A ∪ U ⊂ G , B ∪ V ⊂ H and clX\L G ∩ clX\L H = ∅. Let P , Q be disjoint cozero sets of the normal space X \ E with
clX G \ E ⊂ P and clX H \ E ⊂ Q . It can be readily checked that U ∪ P , V ∪ Q are disjoint open Fσ sets of X containing A, B ,
respectively, and M = L ∪ [X \ (E ∪ P ∪ Q )] has the required properties.
If Ind0(X \ E)m, we simply choose the sets P , Q to satisfy Ind0[X \ (E ∪ P ∪ Q )]m − 1, too.
Suppose now that Ind0(X \ E)m and X \ E is a metrizable space containing an Fσ -set T with dim T  0. Then X \ E
is the disjoint union of two subsets X1, X2 with dim X1  0 and dim X2 m − 1, and we can further suppose that X1 is an
Fσ -set of X \ E (see [13, Theorems 4.1.16, 4.1.19]). But then dim(X1 ∪ T ) 0. By [13, Theorem 4.1.13], the sets P , Q of the
ﬁrst paragraph can be chosen so that X1 ∪ T ⊂ P ∪ Q . Then Ind0(M \ E) Ind0 X2 m − 1 and M ∩ T = ∅. 
Consider a map f : X → Y . For a subset A of X , the small image f #(A) of A is the set Y \ f (X \ A) = {y ∈ Y : f −1(y) ⊂ A}.
Clearly, f is closed iff all small images of open sets of X are open in Y . A map f : X → Y is called fully closed if for every
y ∈ Y and every ﬁnite open cover {V1, V2, . . . , Vk} of f −1(y) in X , {y} ∪⋃ki=1 f #(Vi) is a neighbourhood of y in Y . If f
is fully closed, then f is closed and {y} ∪⋃ki=1 f #(Vi) is open in Y for every open cover {V1, V2, . . . , Vk} of f −1(y) in X .
A closed map f is fully closed iff whenever A, B are disjoint closed sets of X , then f (A)∩ f (B) is a discrete subspace of Y .
For the necessary information on fully closed maps, the reader is referred to the survey article [16].
Consider a map f : X → Y . For a dimension function d, d f usually denotes the supremum of the set {d f −1(y): y ∈ Y }.
In this paper, however, it is more convenient to adopt the deﬁnition
d f = sup{d f −1(M): M is a discrete closed subspace of Y }.
This clearly agrees with the usual deﬁnition if d is dim, ind, or trind, and if Y is compact. Moreover, if d is one of Ind,
Ind0, trInd or trInd0 and d f −1(M) < ∞ for some discrete subset M of Y , then d f −1(M) = d f −1(y) for some y ∈ M (cf.
Proposition 7.1.21 of [13]). Thus, the two deﬁnitions agree when d f < ∞.
The following result generalizes Theorem 2.3 of [19] to transﬁnite dimension.
Proposition 1. Let f : X → Y be a fully closed map from a non-empty normal space X onto a space Y with Ind0 Y < ∞. Suppose
f (A) ∩ f (B) is a zero set of Y for every two disjoint closed sets A, B of X. Then trInd0 X  trInd0 f + Ind0 Y .
Proof by induction on m = Ind0 Y . Consider disjoint closed sets A, B of X . Because f is fully closed, M = f (A) ∩ f (B) is
a discrete zero set of Y . Hence Ind0 M  0 and Ind0(Y \ M)  Ind0 Y = m. For each y ∈ Y \ M , shrink f −1(y) to a point
to obtain a space Z , a quotient map g : X → Z and a map h : Z → Y such that h ◦ g = f . Then g is closed (see the proof
of (5) ⇒ (6) of [16, Proposition II.1.6]). Hence Z is normal. Moreover, N = h−1(M) is a zero set of Z , the restriction of g
to f −1(M) is a homeomorphism onto N and the restriction of h to Z \ N is a homeomorphism onto Y \ M . Observe that
g(A), g(B) are disjoint closed sets of Z and trInd0( f −1(M)) = trInd0 N  trInd0 f . By Lemma 2, there is a zero partition L
in Z between g(A) and g(B) such that trInd0(L ∩ N) < trInd0 f and Ind0(L \ N)m − 1. Now E = g−1(L) is a partition in
X between A and B and F = f (E) = (M ∩ F ) ∪ h(L \ N). Clearly, Ind0(M ∩ F ) 0 and, because h(L \ N) is homeomorphic
with L \ N , we have Ind0 h(L \ N) m − 1. If m = 0, then L ⊂ N and so trInd0 E = trInd0(L ∩ N) < trInd0 f . If m > 0, then
Ind0 F m− 1 by the countable sum theorem, the restriction f |E : E → F is a fully closed map with trInd0( f |E) trInd0 f ,
and we can apply the obvious induction hypothesis to deduce that trInd0 E  trInd0 f +m − 1. In either case, trInd0 X 
trInd0 f +m. 
Proposition 2. Let f : X → Y be a fully closed map from a non-empty normal space onto a metrizable space Y with Ind Y < ∞.
Suppose T is a strongly zero-dimensional Fσ -subset of Y such that f −1(y) is a single point for every y ∈ Y \ T . Then trInd0 X 
max{trInd0 f , Ind Y }.
Proof by induction on α( f ) = max{trInd0 f , IndY }. By Proposition 1, we can suppose that trInd0 f > 0 and m = Ind Y > 0.
In the proof of Proposition 1, we have M ⊂ T , h−1(T \ M) is a strongly zero-dimensional Fσ -subset of the metrizable
Z \ N , and by Lemma 2, we can assume that L \ N ⊂ Z \ h−1(T ). Then f −1(y) is a single point for every y ∈ F \ M . Now for
any discrete closed D ⊂ F , f −1(D \M) is homeomorphic to D \M and f −1(D∩M) is homeomorphic to a closed subspace of
L ∩ N . Hence, by Lemma 1, trInd0 f −1(D)max{0, trInd0(L ∩ N)} < trInd0 f . Consequently, for the restriction f |E : E → F ,
we have trInd0( f |E) < trInd0 f . As Ind0 F m− 1, we obtain α( f |E) < α( f ). We can therefore apply the obvious induction
hypothesis to deduce that trInd0 E  α( f |E) < α( f ). Hence trInd0 X  α( f ) = max{trInd0 f , Ind Y }. 
3. Chainable spaces and ring-like maps
A map f : X → Y is called ring-like if for any open neighbourhood U of a point x of X , the point f (x) of Y has arbitrarily
small open neighbourhoods V with bd V ⊂ f #(U ).
An indexed ﬁnite collection {U1,U2, . . . ,Uk} such that Ui ∩U j = ∅ iff |i− j| 1 will be called a chain. If the members of
the chain are open or closed subsets of a space X , the chain will be called an open or closed chain of X . In a normal space,
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and Ui ∩ U j = ∅ for |i − j| > 1 is a chain. In a normal and connected space every open cover that is a chain shrinks to a
closed cover that is a chain. A non-empty normal space X is called chainable or snake-like if every open cover of X can be
reﬁned by an open (or, equivalently, a closed) chain. A chainable space is clearly a continuum and, if it contains more than
one point, its covering dimension is 1. Observe that a subcontinuum of a chainable space is chainable.
We shall need the following result. Recall that a map f : X → Y is called monotone if every ﬁber of f is connected.
Proposition 3. (Cf. Lemma 1 of [10] and Proposition 3 of [6].) Let I be a linearly ordered continuum and suppose f : S → I is a fully
closed, ring-like map with chainable ﬁbers. Then S is chainable.
Proof. Let 0 and 1 be the ﬁrst and last points of I , respectively. We can of course assume that 0< 1. Note that f : S → I is
perfect, surjective and monotone and therefore f −1( J ) is a continuum for every continuum J ⊂ I .
Consider an open cover U of S . For each t ∈ I , the cover f −1(t) ∩ U of f −1(t) is reﬁned by a closed chain, which, by
normality of S , swells to an open chain of S . Thus, there is an open chain {G1,G2, . . . ,Gl} of S such that each Gi is a subset
of some member of U and the trace of {G1,G2, . . . ,Gl} on f −1(t) is an irreducible cover of f −1(t). Because f is ring-like,
for each i, there are arbitrarily small open intervals containing t whose boundary is contained in f #(Gi) and, because f is
fully closed, {t} ∪⋃li=1 f #(Gi) is open in I . We can therefore ﬁnd a closed neighbourhood [t−, t+] of t in I , as small as we
wish, such that f −1[t−, t+] ⊂⋃li=1 Gi and, moreover, t− ∈ f #(G1) if t− < t and t+ ∈ f #(Gl) if t < t+ . Observe that we can
assume that t− /∈ f (G2) if t− < t and t+ /∈ f (Gl−1) if t < t+ , without upsetting the properties of {G1,G2, . . . ,Gl} mentioned
above. Shrinking the trace of {G1,G2, . . . ,Gl} on f −1[t−, t+], we then obtain a closed chain {F1, F2, . . . , Fl} that covers the
connected space f −1[t−, t+] such that t− ∈ f #(F1) \ f (F2) if t− < t , t+ ∈ f #(Fl) \ f (Fl−1) if t < t+ and each Fi is a subset
of some member of U .
Because f is fully closed, I \⋃U∈U f #(U ) is discrete and is therefore contained in a ﬁnite set {t0, t1, . . . , tn, tn+1} with
0 = t0 < t1 < · · · < tn < tn+1 = 1. By the previous paragraph, for each i, there are points t−i , t+i ∈ I with t−0 = 0 < t+0 < t−1 <
· · · < t+i−1 < t−i < ti < t+i < · · · < t−n+1 < 1 = t+n+1 and a closed cover {F i1, F i2, . . . , F il(i)} of f −1[t−i , t+i ] that is a chain with each
F ij a subset of some member of U , t−i ∈ f #(F i1)\ f (F i2) for i > 0 and t+i ∈ f #(Fl(i))\ f (F il(i)−1) for i  n. For i = 1,2, . . . ,n+1,
let J i1, J
i
2, . . . , J
i
m(i) be a closed chain of [t+i−1, t−i ] reﬁning the open cover { f #(U ) ∩ [t+i−1, t−i ]: U ∈ U} with t+i−1 ∈ J i1 \ J i2
and t−i ∈ Jm(i) \ Jm(i)−1. It can be seen that we now have a closed chain of S reﬁning U consisting of the sets F 01 , . . . , F 0l(0)













, F i1, . . . , F
i
l(i), i = 1,2, . . . ,n + 1.
We conclude that S is chainable. 
4. Resolutions and a class of continua
Given a space X and, for each x ∈ X , a continuous map hx : X \ {x} → Yx , the resolution space R = R(X, Yx) = R(X, Yx,hx)
is the set
⋃{{x} × Yx: x ∈ X} and the resolution map π : R → X is the function that sends (x, y) to x, where R is given the
topology generated by the sets of the form
U ⊗x V = {x} × V ∪ π−1
(
U ∩ (h−1x (V )
))
,
x ∈ U , U open in X , V open in Yx . If each Yx is compact, the restriction π |F : F → π(F ) of π to a closed subset F of R is
fully closed. R is compact (respectively, ﬁrst countable) if X and each Yx is compact (respectively, ﬁrst countable). A wealth
of information on fully closed maps and resolutions can be found in [16,28].
It is convenient to introduce at this point the class C of all remainders of compactiﬁcations of [0,1). X ∈ C iff X is a
subspace of a compact space X• such that X∗ = X• \ X is a dense subset of X• homeomorphic with [0,1). Generally, for
every X ∈ C , we shall assume that some X• and X∗ have been ﬁxed and we shall make no distinction between X∗ and
[0,1). Note that if X ∈ C , then X is necessarily a continuum and, if X is ﬁrst countable then so is X• . The last assertion
follows from the fact that a compact space satisﬁes the ﬁrst axiom of countability at a point x iff {x} is a Gδ-set.
It is proved in [1] that if X is a metric continuum and Y is a non-compact locally compact metric space, then there is a
metric compactiﬁcation Z of Y with Z \ Y homeomorphic with X . We therefore have
Lemma 3. C contains every metric continuum.
Lemma 4. Let F be a proper closed subset of a normal space X and f : F → I a map with f −1(1) = {x}. Suppose that {x} is a Gδ-set
of X . Then f extends to a map g : X → I such that g−1(1) = {x}. If moreover X is connected, then g can be chosen to be surjective.
Proof. Let E = F ∪ {x0}, where x0 ∈ X \ F . By the Tietze–Urysohn extension theorem, there is a map f1 : X → I such that
f1|F = f and f1(x0) = 0. Evidently, f −1(1) \ {x} is an Fσ set of X and E is a closed Gδ set of the normal space E ∪ f −1(1).1 1
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seen that g(x) = max{0, f1(x) − f3(x)} has the required properties. As g(x0) = 0 and g(x) = 1, g is surjective when X is
connected. 
Suppose given a compact space X and, for each x ∈ X , a space Yx ∈ C and a continuous map hx : X → I with h−1x (1) = {x}
whenever {x} is a Gδ-set of X . Suppose further that Yx = {1}, Y •x = I and hx(X) = {1} whenever {x} is not a Gδ-set of X . As
Y ∗x = [0,1), the restriction of hx to X \ {x} will be treated as a map into Y •x . The space R = R(X, Y •x ,hx|X \ {x}) is compact
and the resolution map π : R → X is fully closed. Moreover, if X and each Yx is ﬁrst countable, then so is R . For V = [0,a),
a < 1 and U = h−1x (a,1], U ⊗x V = {x} × V . Hence each {x} × Y ∗x is open in R , S(X, Yx,hx) =
⋃{{x} × Yx: x ∈ X} is a closed
subspace of R and the restriction σ : S(X, Yx,hx) → X of π is fully closed. We shall usually abbreviate S(X, Yx,hx) to S and
occasionally to S(X) or S(X, Yx), and we shall refer to σ : S → X as the resolution map. Observe that if {x} is not a Gδ-set
of X , then any neighbourhood of (x,1) contains an open in S set of the form σ−1(U ), where U is an open neighbourhood
of x in X . Suppose now that {x} is a Gδ-set of X . Then, for a given open neighbourhood U ⊗x W of a point (x, y) ∈ S ,
the image hx(X \ U ) is a compact subset of Y ∗x = [0,1), and the set V = W \ [0,maxhx(X \ U )] is an open neighbourhood
of y in Y •x . We have h−1x (V ) ⊂ U , and U ⊗x V = {x} × V ∪ π−1(h−1x (V )) is an open neighbourhood of (x, y) inside U ⊗x W .
Note that V ∩ Y ∗x = ∅ and, if s ∈ V ∩ Y ∗x , then h−1x (s,1] ⊂ U is an open neighbourhood of x whose boundary is contained in
σ #((U ⊗x W ) ∩ S). It is now clear that σ is ring-like.
It is useful to note that when X is ﬁrst countable, the sets





x ∈ X , V open in Y •x , V ∩ Yx = ∅ form a base for the topology of S .
Remark 1. Beginning with Fedorchuk’s paper [14], compactiﬁcations of [0,1) appear implicitly or explicitly in many resolu-
tion constructions. Our spaces of the form S(X, Yx,hx) constitute a common generalization of a number of such construc-
tions, in particular, those of Charalambous [5,6] and Chatyrko [9].
Note that if f : X1 → X2 is ring-like, A is closed in X1 and f (A) is connected and contains more than one point,
then A = f −1 f (A) (see Remark III.1.15 of [16]). Let X be a non-degenerate continuum. Then σ : S → X is irreducible and
monotone, S is a continuum and, if X is separable, so is S . Clearly, if X and all non-degenerate Yx are HD or HI, then so
is S . Let us also note that if f : X1 → X2 is fully closed and uncountably many of its ﬁbers contain more than one point,
then X1 is not metrizable (see Proposition II.3.10 of [16]). We thus have the following result.
Proposition 4. Let X be a compact space. Then, S is compact and the resolutionmap σ : S → X is monotone, fully closed, and ring-like.
If X and each Yx is ﬁrst countable then so is S. If uncountably many Yx contain more than one point, then S is not metrizable.
Suppose that X is a non-degenerate continuum. Then S is a continuum, and it is separable whenever X is. If X and all non-
degenerate Yx are hereditarily decomposable or hereditarily indecomposable, then so is S.
Proposition 5. If X is a member of C , then so is S(X) = S(X, Yx,hx).
Proof. By Lemma 4, for each Gδ-point x ∈ X , hx : X → I extends to a surjective map gx : X• → I with g−1x (1) = {x}. If x ∈ X
is not a Gδ-point, let gx : X• → I be the constant map onto 1. For x ∈ X∗ , let Yx be a singleton and gx : X• → I any map
with g−1x (1) = {x}. Then the space S(X•) = S(X•, Yx, gx) is compact, S(X) is a closed subspace of it and the restriction of
the resolution map to S(X•) \ S(X) is homeomorphism onto X∗ = [0,1). Let U be an open neighbourhood in X• of a point
x ∈ X and V an open set of Y •x that intersects Yx . Then either g−1x (V ) = X• or gx is surjective and, because V contains
points of Y ∗x = [0,1) arbitrarily close to 1, then U ∩ g−1x (V ) = ∅. In any case, U ∩ g−1x (V ) contains points of X∗ . It follows
that S(X•) \ S(X) is dense in S(X•) and hence S(X) ∈ C . 
5. Resolutions and a class of ﬁrst countable continua
Lemma 5. Let x be a point of a closed subset F of a compact space X. Suppose X satisﬁes the ﬁrst axiom of countability at x and F
contains no isolated points. Then there is a map h : X → I such that h−1(1) = {x} and h(F ) = I.
Proof. Let {Gn: n ∈ N} be a base for the open neighbourhoods of x in X . Observe that every non-empty open set of F is inﬁ-
nite. Therefore, for i1, . . . , in ∈ {0,1}, there are inﬁnite, regular closed sets Fi1,...,in of F such that Fi1,...,in−1,0 ∩ Fi1,...,in−1,1 = ∅,




i1,...,in∈{0,1} Fi1,...,in to the
Cantor set {0,1}N be the function that sends ⋂n∈N Fi1,...,in to (i1, i2, . . .). Evidently, f is continuous, f −1(1,1, . . .) = {x} and,
because F is compact, f is surjective. Let g : {0,1}N → I be any surjective map with g−1(1) = (1,1, . . .). Then g ◦ f : E → I
is surjective with (g ◦ f )−1(1) = {x}. By Lemma 4, g ◦ f extends to a map h : X → I with the required properties. 
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Lemma 6. Let X be a continuum and h : X → I a map with h−1(1) = {x}. Suppose x has an open neighbourhood U such that U \ {x}
is the union of two disjoint open sets U1,U2 with clU1 ∩ clU2 = {x}. Then h(Ui) ∪ {1}, i = 1,2, is a neighbourhood of 1.
Proof. Let r = maxh(X \U ) < 1 and suppose the claim is false. Then one can pick in turn s ∈ (r,1)\h(Ui), y ∈ Ui ∩h−1(s,1]
and t ∈ (h(y),1) \ h(Ui). But then h−1(s, t) ∩ Ui is a non-trivial clopen subset of the connected space X . 
Lemma 7. Let f : X → Y be a ring-like, closed map onto a connected space, and U an open set of X . Then f (clU ) = cl f #(U ). If f is
additionally monotone, then f (bdU ) = bd f #(U ).
Proof. Let x ∈ clU . Consider an open neighbourhood V of f (x). Let y ∈ f −1(V )∩U . Since f is ring-like and Y is connected,
there is an open set W of Y such that f (y) ∈ W ⊂ clW ⊂ V and ∅ = bdW ⊂ f #(U ). This shows that f (x) ∈ cl f #(U ). Hence
f (clU ) ⊂ cl f #(U ). Because f is closed and surjective, cl f #(U ) ⊂ f (clU ). Thus, f (clU ) = cl f #(U ).
Suppose that f is monotone. Now every ﬁber of f is connected and, if it does not meet bdU , then it is wholly contained
in either U or X \ clU . Consequently, { f #(U ), f (bdU ), f #(X \ clU )} constitutes a partition of Y . From the equality f (clU ) =
cl f #(U ) it now follows that cl f #(U ) = f #(U ) ∪ f (bdU ) and f (bdU ) = bd f #(U ). 
From the second paragraph of the above proof, one readily deduces the following useful fact (cf. [16, the proof of
Lemma III.3.3]).
Lemma 8. An irreducible, closed and monotone map f : X → Y sends a partition in X to a partition in Y .
Let C1 consist of all ﬁrst countable spaces in C that contain at most c subcontinua and each one of them is separable. Ob-
serve that if X ∈ C1, then every subcontinuum of X , being separable contains  c regular closed sets. Evidently, C1 contains
all metric continua.
Proposition 6. Suppose X and Yx ∈ C1 , for each x ∈ X. Then S(X, Yx) ∈ C1 .
Proof. It suﬃces to observe that a subcontinuum K of S(X, Yx) that is not contained in a single ﬁber of the resolution map
σ : S(X, Yx) → X satisﬁes K = σ−1σ(K ). 
Let X be a non-degenerate member of C1 and, for each x ∈ X , let Yx be a member of C . Let ω(c) be the ﬁrst ordinal of
cardinality c. Then the collection of all non-empty closed sets F of X such that F contains no isolated point and F can be
written as the intersection of two regular closed sets of some subcontinuum of X has cardinality at most c and, therefore,
can be written in the form {Fα: α < ω(c)}. Choose distinct points xα , α < ω(c), with xα a point of Fα . For each x in X , ﬁx
a map hx : X → I with h−1x (1) = {x}. If x is one of the xα , use Lemma 5 to ensure that hx maps Fα onto I. Henceforth, S or
S(X, Yx) will denote the space S(X, Yx,hx) constructed as above.
Proposition 7. Let Q be a non-degenerate subcontinuum of X ∈ C1 . Then every partition L in σ−1(Q ) contains a ﬁber σ−1(x).
Proof. As σ−1(Q ) = S(Q , Yx,hx|Q ), we can assume X = Q and S = σ−1(Q ). Consider then regular closed subsets E1, E2
of S with disjoint interiors G1, G2 and such that E1 ∪ E2 = S and E1 ∩ E2 ⊂ L. By Lemma 7, σ(E1) and σ(E2) are regular
closed sets of X . Thus, either σ(E1) ∩ σ(E2) is one of the sets Fα or it contains an isolated point x. In the ﬁrst case, the
fact that hxα maps Fα \ {xα} onto Y ∗xα ensures that any O (xα, V ) meets both E1 and E2, because h−1xα (V ) ∩ Fα = ∅. Hence{xα} × Yxα ⊂ E1 ∩ E2 ⊂ L.
In the second case, take an open set U of X with x ∈ U and clU ∩ σ(E1) ∩ σ(E2) = {x}. Then U \ {x} is the union of
the disjoint open sets U1 = U \ σ(E2) ⊂ σ #(G1) and U2 = U \ σ(E1) ⊂ σ #(G2). By Lemma 7, x ∈ clσ #(G1) ∩ clσ #(G2).
It readily follows that clU1 ∩ clU2 = {x}. Consider now an O (x, V ). Then Yx ∩ V = ∅, and 1 is an accumulation point of
Y ∗x ∩ V = [0,1) ∩ V in I. Hence, it follows from Lemma 6 that h−1x (V ) intersects both U1 and U2. Thus, O (x, V ) meets both
E1 and E2 and {x} × Yx ⊂ E1 ∩ E2 ⊂ L. 
Recall that for a non-limit ordinal λ, a space X is said to be a λ-dimensional Cantor manifold with respect to a dimen-
sion function d, or simply a d-manifold, if d X = λ and d L  λ − 1 for every partition L in X . Cantor dim-manifolds are
better known as simply Cantor manifolds. The celebrated theorem of Alexandroff [2] states that every compact space X with
dim X = n contains an n-dimensional Cantor manifold.
Proposition 8. Suppose that X ∈ C1 , F ⊂ S(X, Yx) is a closed set with 0 < n dimσ(F ) < ∞, and trind Yx  λ for every x ∈ σ(F ).
Then trind F  λ + n.
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contains a ﬁber σ−1(x) by Proposition 7, and so trindσ−1(L) λ. Hence, trind F  trindσ−1(Q ) λ + 1.
Assume that n > 1, and for every closed set F ⊂ S(X, Yx), the inequality n−1 dimσ(F ) < ∞ implies trind F  λ+n−1.
Take an F with n  dimσ(F ) = m < ∞. Then σ(F ) contains an m-dimensional Cantor manifold Q . If L is a partition in
σ−1(Q ) ⊂ F , by Lemma 8, σ(L) is a partition in Q . Hence, n − 1  m − 1  dimσ(L)  dim Q < ∞. By the induction
hypothesis, trind L  λ + n − 1. Therefore, trind F  trindσ−1(Q ) λ + n. 
The following result is [19, Corollary 1.10].
Lemma 9. If f : X → Y is a surjective, ring-like and fully closed map between compact spaces, then
dim X =max{dim Y ,dim f }.
Theorem 1. Suppose that X ∈ C1 , trind Yx = trInd0 Yx = λ and 0 dim Yx =m for every x ∈ σ(F ). Let F be a closed subset of S =
S(X, Yx) with n = dimσ(F ) = Ind0 σ(F ) < ∞. If F is a partition in S or n > 0, then dim F = max{m,n} and trind F = trInd0 F =
λ + n.
Proof. If 0 < n = dimσ(F ) < ∞, σ(F ) contains an n-dimensional Cantor manifold Q . Then A = σ−1(Q ) ⊂ F ⊂
σ−1(σ (F )) = B and, by Lemma 9, dim A = dim F = dim B = max{m,n}. By Proposition 1, trInd0 F  trInd0 B  λ + n and, by
Proposition 8, trind F  λ + n. The result now follows from the fact that trind trInd0 for all spaces.
Note that the empty set is not a partition in the connected space S , and it remains to consider a partition F in S with
dimσ(F ) = 0. Now, by Proposition 7, for some x ∈ X , A = σ−1(x) ⊂ F ⊂ σ−1(σ (F )) = B . By Lemma 9, dim A = dim F =
dim B =m. Clearly, trind F  λ and, by Proposition 1, trInd0 F  trInd0 B  λ. Hence, trind F = trInd0 F = λ. 
6. Applications
In this section, we apply the machinery developed in Sections 4 and 5 to obtain some easy constructions of examples
of continua with non-coinciding dimensions dim and ind. Further applications to Anderson–Choquet, weak Cook, and Cook
continua are given in subsequent sections.
When all ﬁbers Yx of a resolution R(X, Yx) are homeomorphic to a single space Y , the resolution is said to be standard
with ﬁber Y , and is denoted by RY (X). RY (X) is said to be ring-like if the resolution map π : RY (X) → X is ring-like.
We adopt similar conventions for S(X, Yx), which we denote by SY (X) when each Yx is homeomorphic to Y .
In this section, S(X, Yx), where X ∈ C1 and Yx ∈ C , will mean the resolution of Section 5. In the sections that follow,
S(X, Yx) will denote the resolution of Section 4, unless otherwise indicated.
We have the following general result, where we use the term slim partition for a partition with empty interior. As is well
known, slim partitions in Rn , In and in metrizable n-manifolds (with or without boundary) have dimension n − 1 (cf. [13,
Theorem 1.8.13]).
Theorem 2. Suppose that X is a non-degenerate metrizable continuum with dim X = n, Y ∈ C , dim Y = m < ∞, and trind Y =
trInd0 Y = λ. Then every standard resolution SY (X) has dim SY (X) =max{m,n} and trind SY (X) = trInd0 SY (X) = λ+n. Moreover,
(1) if Y ∈ C1 , then SY (X) ∈ C1 ,
(2) if X is a Cantor manifold, then every partition L in SY (X) has dim L max{m,n − 1} and trind L = trInd0 L  λ + n − 1; and
(3) if X is an n-manifold, then every slim partition L in SY (X) has dim L = max{m,n − 1} and trind L = trInd0 L = λ + n − 1.
Proof. The ﬁrst assertion is a consequence of Theorem 1, and (1) follows from Proposition 6. Let L be a partition in SY (X).
Then σ(L) is a partition in X by Lemma 8. If X is a Cantor manifold, then ∞ > dimσ(L)  n − 1 and (2) follows from
Theorem 1. Suppose that X is an n-manifold. If intσ(L) were non-empty, then σ(L) would contain a connected open set
U = ∅ and L would contain σ−1(clU ). Hence, σ(L) is a slim partition in X and dimσ(L) = n − 1. Thus, (3) follows from
Theorem 1. 
It is interesting to observe that the inequalities for dim L and trind L = trInd0 L in (2) of Theorem 2 imply that SY (X) is
a Cantor dim-, trind-, trInd- and trInd0-manifold.
In 1968 Fedorchuk [14] invented the method of resolutions, and constructed the ﬁrst examples of ﬁrst-countable and
separable compact spaces with non-coinciding dimensions dim and ind. For the n-dimensional sphere Sn , the n-dimensional
torus Tn and every ring-like standard resolution RTn (Sn), he proved that dim RT 2 (S
2) = 2 and 3  ind RT 2 (S2)  4, and
he stated that dim RTn (Sn) = n and 2n − 1  ind RTn (Sn)  2n. In a recent paper [15], he has shown that there exists
a ring-like standard resolution RT 2(S
2) with ind RT 2 (S
2) = Ind RT 2 (S2) = 4. Clearly, by Theorem 2, dim STn (Sn) = n and
ind STn (Sn) = Ind0 STn (Sn) = 2n.
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Moreover, every subcontinuum of Cn is separable and every slim partition L in Cn has ind L = Ind0 L = n − 1.
Proof. Let C1 = I and Cn+1 = SCn (I). That Cn is chainable follows from Proposition 3. 
The ﬁrst sequence of chainable continua Xn with ind Xn = n was constructed by Chatyrko [8,10]. Another such sequence
of continua was obtained by Odintsov [24], under the Continuum Hypothesis. For a third such sequence see Charalam-
bous [6]. All of the above continua are separable and ﬁrst countable, and Odintsov’s spaces are perfectly normal and
hereditarily separable.
Corollary 2. For every pair of natural numbers m  n, there exists a ﬁrst countable and hereditarily indecomposable n-dimensional
Cantor manifold Fm,n with ind Fm,n = Ind0 Fm,n =m.Moreover, every subcontinuum of Fm,n is separable and every partition L in Fm,n
has ind L = Ind0 L m − 1.
Proof. For every n 1, there is an n-dimensional metrizable HI continuum (see Bing [3]). We let Fn,n be any n-dimensional
Cantor manifold inside such a continuum, Fm+1,1 = S Fm,1(F1,1) for m 1, and Fm,n = S Fm−n,1(Fn,n) for m > n. 
Let us note that it was Filippov [17] who constructed the ﬁrst series of ﬁrst-countable compact spaces Fm,n with
dim Fm,n = n and ind Fm,n = Ind Fm,n =m for m n 1.
We conclude this section with a ﬁnal remark on Cantor manifolds. Suppose Fα,n ∈ C1 is a continuum with dim Fα,n = n
and ind Fα,n = Ind0 Fα,n = α, where n is a natural number and α  n is a limit ordinal. Plenty of such spaces are constructed
in the sequel. For each natural number m, deﬁne Fα+m,n by Fα+m,n = S Fα+m−1,n (X), where X is a ﬁxed metrizable, one-
dimensional continuum. Then Fα+m,n ∈ C1 is a Cantor dim-, trind-, trInd- and trInd0-manifold with dim Fα+m,n = n and
trind Fα+m,n = trInd0 Fα+m,n = α +m.
7. Anderson–Choquet continua
A subcontinuum A of a space T is said to be terminal if for every continuum B ⊂ T with A ∩ B = ∅, either A ⊂ B or
B ⊂ A. If f : X → Y is a ring-like map from a compact space X onto a non-degenerate continuum Y , then every ﬁber
f −1(y), y ∈ Y , is a terminal subcontinuum of X (cf. [19, Proposition 1.4]).
Suppose that T is a continuum, Z is an arbitrary space, and F is a family of subsets of T . Consider the following
conditions:
(a) The elements of F are pairwise disjoint non-degenerate terminal subcontinua of T .
(b) The elements of F are homeomorphic to pairwise disjoint subcontinua of Z .
(c) Every non-degenerate subcontinuum of T meets a member of F .
(d) Every metrizable non-degenerate subcontinuum of T is contained in some member of F .
F is called a Z-ﬁlling of T if the conditions (a)–(c) hold. A Z -ﬁlling F is said to be strong if it moreover satisﬁes (d).
It is interesting to observe that in a sense, a strong Z -ﬁlling of T is unique: if Y and Z are metrizable spaces, F is a strong
Y -ﬁlling of T , and G is a strong Z-ﬁlling of T , then F = G . Indeed, every element F of F is non-degenerate and metrizable, and
is contained in a unique GF ∈ G . As GF is contained in an element of F , we necessarily have F = GF .
Suppose Z is metrizable, and T has a strong Z -ﬁlling F . If a continuum P ⊂ T is non-metrizable, then the family
G = {F ∈ F : F ⊂ P } = {F ∈ F : F ∩ P = ∅} is a strong Z -ﬁlling of P . If P is non-degenerate and metrizable, then G = {P } is
a strong Z -ﬁlling of P . If P is a single point, then G = ∅ is a strong Z -ﬁlling of P . In any case, the family G = {F ∩ P : F ∈ F ,
|F ∩ P | > 1} is a strong Z -ﬁlling of P .
Let Z be a space, X a continuum, and Yx ∈ C continua homeomorphic to pairwise disjoint subcontinua of Z . It is easily
seen that if every non-degenerate subcontinuum of X contains uncountably many x such that Yx is not a single point,
then the family of non-trivial ﬁbers σ−1(x) of the resolution map σ : S(X, Yx) → X is a strong Z -ﬁlling of the resolution
S(X, Yx). We need the following more general lemma.
Lemma 10. Let X be a continuum and Yx ∈ C for every x ∈ X. Let Zx, x ∈ X, be pairwise disjoint subspaces of a space Z . If every Yx
has a Zx-ﬁlling and every non-degenerate subcontinuum of X contains an element x such that Yx is not a single point, then S(X, Yx)
has a Z-ﬁlling. If every Yx has a strong Zx-ﬁlling and every non-degenerate subcontinuum of X contains uncountably many x such
that Yx is not a single point, then S(X, Yx) has a strong Z-ﬁlling.
Proof. Let σ : S = S(X, Yx) → X be the resolution map. Assume that every ﬁber σ−1(x) has a Zx-ﬁlling Fx . Put F =⋃
x∈X Fx . Every F ∈ Fx is a non-degenerate terminal subcontinuum of σ−1(x), and σ−1(x) is a terminal subcontinuum of S .
Hence, F is terminal in S . Since the sets Zx are pairwise disjoint, the elements of F are homeomorphic to pairwise disjoint
subcontinua of Z . If P is a non-degenerate subcontinuum of S , then either P ⊂ σ−1(x) for some x ∈ X , or P = σ−1(Q )
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member of Fx . Thus, F is a Z -ﬁlling of S .
Assume now that each Fx is a strong Z -ﬁlling. In case P = σ−1(Q ), P is non-metrizable as Q contains uncountably
many x such that Yx is not a single point. Thus, if a non-degenerate continuum P ⊂ S is metrizable, then P ⊂ σ−1(x) for
some x ∈ X , and P is contained in an element of Fx ⊂ F . Therefore, F is a strong Z -ﬁlling of S . 
Proposition 9. Suppose that K and T are continua, and T has a K -ﬁlling. If K is Anderson–Choquet, then so is T .
Proof. Let F be a K -ﬁlling of T . Take a non-degenerate continuum P ⊂ T , and an embedding f : P → T . We shall show
that f has a dense set of ﬁxed points and, hence, f is the identity on P .
If U is a non-empty set open in P , then clU ⊂ P contains a non-degenerate continuum Q 1, which meets a non-
degenerate continuum F ∈ F . Since F is terminal in T , Q 2 = F ∩ Q 1 is a non-degenerate continuum. Again, f (Q 2)
meets a terminal continuum G ∈ F , and Q 3 = G ∩ f (Q 2) is a non-degenerate continuum. The restriction f −1|Q 3 em-
beds Q 3 ⊂ G ∈ F into Q 2 ⊂ F ∈ F . If K is Anderson–Choquet, then F = G , f −1 is the identity on Q 3 and so f has ﬁxed
points in Q 2 ⊂ clU . 
Remark 2. For the convenience of the reader, we gather here some well-known properties of the interval I, the pseudo-arc P,
and Cook continua. Recall that an arc is a space homeomorphic to I and a pseudo-arc means a non-degenerate, metrizable,
HI chainable continuum. Any two pseudo-arcs are homeomorphic, in particular, every non-degenerate subcontinuum Q of P
is homeomorphic to P.
(1) A Cook continuum Z does not contain a non-degenerate image of I because such an image is arcwise connected
and, therefore, contains an arc. By Lemma 2.2 in E. Pol [26], an HI Cook continuum does not contain a non-degenerate
image of a pseudo-arc P. Moreover, Rogers [27] observed that Cook’s original HI continuum M1 in [11] does not contain
non-degenerate images of plane continua.
(2) Every metrizable Cook continuum as well as every metrizable indecomposable continuum contains a family of c
pairwise disjoint non-degenerate subcontinua (on Cook continua see [19, Footnote 6]; on indecomposable continua see for
example [18, Lemma 5.5]).
(3) The interval I contains a zero-dimensional Fσ -set F that meets every non-degenerate subinterval on a set of cardi-
nality c. Remark 2(2) implies that if X is a metrizable HI continuum and F ⊂ X is a set with dim(X \ F ) = 0, then every
non-degenerate subcontinuum of X contains c points of F . It follows that P, too, contains a zero-dimensional Fσ -set F that
meets every non-degenerate subcontinuum on a set of cardinality c.
Theorem 3. For every metrizable, one-dimensional, and hereditarily indecomposable continuum K , every natural number n  1 and
every ordinal α > n of cardinality  c, there exists a hereditarily indecomposable continuum Sn,α,K ∈ C1 such that:
(a) dim Sn,α,K = n and trind Sn,α,K = trInd0 Sn,α,K = α; and
(b) Sn,α,K has a strong K -ﬁlling.
Proof. Fix an n  1. We shall construct Sn,α,K by transﬁnite induction on α. Let α = n + 1. There exists a metrizable n-di-
mensional HI continuum X (see Bing [3]). By Remark 2(2), K contains a family of c pairwise disjoint non-degenerate
subcontinua Yx , x ∈ X . Let Sn,n+1,K be the resolution S(X, Yx) of Section 5, and σ : Sn,n+1,K → X the resolution map. By
Propositions 4 and 6, Sn,n+1,K is a hereditarily indecomposable member of C1. From Theorem 1, we obtain dim Sn,n+1,K = n
and ind Sn,n+1,K = Ind0 Sn,n+1,K = n + 1. It is readily seen that the family F = {σ−1(x): x ∈ X} is a strong K -ﬁlling of
Sn,n+1,K (cf. Lemma 10).
Let α  n + 1, and assume that we have constructed Sn,α,K for every allowable K . Fix a continuum K , and take a
pseudo-arc P. Again by Remark 2(2), K contains a family of pairwise disjoint non-degenerate subcontinua Kx , x ∈ P. Take
hereditarily indecomposable continua Sn,α,Kx ∈ C1 that satisfy (a)–(b). Let Sn,α+1,K be the resolution S(P, Sn,α,Kx ) of Sec-
tion 5. By Propositions 4 and 6, Sn,α+1,K is a hereditarily indecomposable member of C1. By Theorem 1, dim Sn,α+1,K = n
and trind Sn,α+1,K = trInd0 Sn,α+1,K = α + 1. Finally, Sn,α+1,K has a strong K -ﬁlling by Lemma 10.
Let α be a limit ordinal. Assume that, if n < β < α and K is a metrizable one-dimensional HI continuum, then there
exists an Sn,β,K . Let F be an Fσ -set of P such that dim F = dim(P \ F ) = 0. Take a family of pairwise disjoint non-empty
sets Fβ ⊂ F , n < β < α, with F = ⋃n<β<α Fβ . Consider a family of pairwise disjoint non-degenerate continua Kx ⊂ K ,
x ∈ F . Let Yx = Sn,β,Kx ∈ C1 for x ∈ Fβ , and let Yx be a single point for x ∈ P \ F . Let Sn,α,K be the resolution S(P, Yx) of
Section 5, and σ : Sn,α,K → P the resolution map. By Propositions 4 and 6, Sn,α,K is a hereditarily indecomposable member
of C1. By Lemma 9, dim Sn,α,K = n. We have β = trind Sn,β,Kx = trindσ−1(x)  trind Sn,α,K for each β < α and x ∈ Fβ ,
and hence α  trind Sn,α,K . We also have trInd0 Sn,α,K  α by Proposition 2, and hence trind Sn,α,K = trInd0 Sn,α,K = α. By
Remark 2(3), |F ∩ Q | = c for every non-degenerate continuum Q ⊂ P, and Sn,α,K has a strong K -ﬁlling by Lemma 10. 
Corollary 3. For every natural number n  1 and every ordinal α > n of cardinality  c, there exists a hereditarily indecomposable
Anderson–Choquet continuum Sn,α ∈ C1 such that dim Sn,α = n and trind Sn,α = trInd0 Sn,α = α.
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Let Sn,α be the space Sn,α,M1 of Theorem 3. This continuum has an M1-ﬁlling, and hence, it is Anderson–Choquet by
Proposition 9. 
8. Weak Cook continua
We shall sketch a few modiﬁcations of our construction in Theorem 3. It will be convenient to introduce the following
property (†).
Let Z be a space and X a continuum. We say that X has the property (†) with respect to Z if
(†) whenever A, B ⊂ Z are disjoint sets, P is a subcontinuum of X with a strong A-ﬁlling and T is an arbitrary continuum
with a strong B-ﬁlling, then every map f : P → T is constant.
Lemma 11. Let X be a metrizable continuum, Yx ∈ C for each x ∈ X, and let Z be a metrizable space that does not contain non-
degenerate images of subcontinua of X . Suppose that each Yx has the property (†) with respect to Z . Then S = S(X, Yx) has the
property (†) with respect to Z .
If moreover each Yx is a weak Cook continuum and S has a strong Z-ﬁlling, then S is a weak Cook continuum.
Proof. Let σ : S → X be the resolution map. Assume that A, B ⊂ Z are disjoint sets, P ⊂ S is a continuum with a strong
A-ﬁlling F , T is a continuum with a strong B-ﬁlling G , and f : P → T is a map. There are two cases. (1) If P ⊂ σ−1(x)
for some x ∈ X , then P is homeomorphic to a subcontinuum of Yx that satisﬁes (†), and hence f is a constant map.
(2) P = σ−1(Q ), where Q ⊂ X is a continuum. If x ∈ Q , then
Fx =
{
F ∩ σ−1(x): F ∈ F, ∣∣F ∩ σ−1(x)∣∣> 1}
is a strong A-ﬁlling of σ−1(x), and now, the restriction f |σ−1(x) is a constant map. Hence, the formula g(x) = f [σ−1(x)]
deﬁnes a single-valued function g : Q → T such that f = g ◦ σ . Since σ is a quotient map, g is continuous. Now, the
metrizable subcontinuum g(Q ) of T is contained in a G ∈ G , and G is homeomorphic with a subcontinuum of Z . Thus,
f (P ) = g(Q ) is a single point, and f is a constant map. Therefore, in each of the cases (1)–(2), f is a constant map, and S
satisﬁes (†).
In order to prove the second assertion of our lemma, take a continuum P ⊂ S and a map f : P → S such that P ∩
f (P ) = ∅. There are two cases. (1) If σ(P ) and σ [ f (P )] meet, then none of P and f (P ) has the form σ−1(Q ), where
Q ⊂ X is a non-degenerate continuum. Hence P , f (P ) ⊂ σ−1(x) for some x ∈ X . If σ−1(x) is homeomorphic to a weak Cook
continuum Yx , then f is a constant map. (2) If σ(P )∩σ [ f (P )] = ∅, consider a strong Z -ﬁlling E of S . Let F = {E∩ P : E ∈ E,
|E ∩ P | > 1} and G = {E ∩ f (P ): E ∈ E, |E ∩ f (P )| > 1}. Then F , G are strong Z -ﬁllings of P , f (P ), respectively. If E ∈ E ,
then E∩ P ∩ f (P ) = ∅. Hence, all the elements E∩ P ∈ F and E∩ f (P ) ∈ G are homeomorphic to pairwise disjoint respective
subcontinua ZE,P , ZE, f (P ) of Z . If A =⋃{ZE,P : E ∩ P ∈ F} and B =⋃{ZE, f (P ): E ∩ f (P ) ∈ G}, then F is a strong A-ﬁlling
of P , and G is a strong B-ﬁlling of f (P ). Thus, f is a constant map by (†). 
Theorem 4. Suppose that Z is a metrizable, hereditarily decomposable and chainable Cook continuum. If K is a non-degenerate
subcontinuum of Z and α  1 is an ordinal of cardinality  c, then there exists a hereditarily decomposable and chainable weak Cook
continuum Sα,K ∈ C1 such that:
(a) trind Sα,K = trInd0 Sα,K = α;
(b) Sα,K has a strong K -ﬁlling; and
(c) Sα,K has the property (†) with respect to Z .
Moreover, for α > 1 there is a fully closed, surjective and ring-like map σ : Sα,K → I such that
(d) a subcontinuum P of Sα,K has trind P = α iff there are 0 x< y  1 such that P = σ−1([x, y]).
Proof. We use transﬁnite induction on α. For α = 1, S1,K = K obviously satisﬁes (a)–(b). In order to show (c), assume that
P is a non-degenerate subcontinuum of S1,K ⊂ Z , T is a continuum, and A, B ⊂ Z are disjoint sets. Necessarily, a strong
A-ﬁlling of P has exactly one element, P , and so we can suppose that A = P and B = Z \ P . If T has a strong B-ﬁlling G
and f : P → T is a map, then f (P ) is metrizable and is therefore contained in some G ∈ G . Since G is homeomorphic to a
subcontinuum of Z \ P , f must be a constant map.
Let α  1, and assume that for every non-degenerate subcontinuum K of Z we have constructed Sα,K as required.
Fix a K ⊂ Z . In order to construct Sα+1,K observe that by Remark 2(2), K contains a family of pairwise disjoint non-
degenerate subcontinua Kx , x ∈ I. Let Sα+1,K be the resolution S(I, Sα,Kx ) of Section 5, and σ : Sα+1,K → I the resolution
map. By Propositions 3, 4 and 6, Sα+1,K is a chainable and hereditarily decomposable member of C1. By Theorem 1,
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tions of Lemma 11 are satisﬁed, and hence Sα+1,K is a weak Cook continuum and has the property (†) with respect to Z .
In order to show (d), take a continuum P ⊂ Sα+1,K . If P ⊂ σ−1(x), then trind P  trindσ−1(x) = α. If P = σ−1([x, y]),
where x< y, then trind P = α + 1 by Theorem 1. Thus, trind P = α + 1 iff there are x< y such that P = σ−1([x, y]).
Let α be a limit ordinal, and assume that if K ⊂ Z is a non-degenerate continuum and 1  β < α, then there exists
an Sβ,K . By Remark 2(3), there is a zero-dimensional Fσ -set F ⊂ I such that every non-degenerate subinterval Q ⊂ I con-
tains c points of F . Then there is a family of pairwise disjoint dense sets Fβ ⊂ F , 1 β < α, with F =⋃1β<α Fβ . Again,
consider a family of pairwise disjoint non-degenerate continua Kx ⊂ K , x ∈ I. Let Yx = Sβ,Kx ∈ C1 for x ∈ Fβ , and let Yx be
a single point for x ∈ I\ F . Let Sα,K be the resolution S(I, Yx) of Section 5, and σ : Sα,K → I the resolution map. By Proposi-
tions 3, 4 and 6, Sα,K is a chainable and hereditarily decomposable member of C1. We have β = trind Sβ,Kx = trindσ−1(x)
trind Sα,K for each β < α and x ∈ Fβ , and hence α  trind Sα,K . We also have trInd0 Sα,K  α by Proposition 2, and hence
trind Sα,K = trInd0 Sα,K = α. Sα,K has a strong K -ﬁlling by Lemma 10. By Lemma 11 again, Sα,K is a weak Cook contin-
uum with (†). If P is a subcontinuum of σ−1(x), then trind P  trindσ−1(x) < α. If P = σ−1([x, y]), where x < y, then
trind P  α as every set Fβ has points in [x, y]. Thus, (d) is satisﬁed. 
Mac´kowiak [22] constructed a metrizable, HD and chainable Cook continuum Z , and so we obtain:
Corollary 4. For every ordinal α  1 of cardinality  c, there exists a hereditarily decomposable and chainable weak Cook contin-
uum Sα ∈ C1 such that trind Sα = trInd0 Sα = α.
Moreover, for α > 1 there exists a fully closed, surjective and ring-like map σ : Sα → I such that a subcontinuum P of Sα has
trind P = α iff there are 0 x < y  1 such that P = σ−1([x, y]).
Corollary 5. There exists a hereditarily decomposable chainable continuum S such that trind S = trInd0 S = ω(c+).
Proof. Consider the long segment L of length ω(c+) (cf. [12, Problem 3.12.19]). Let W and W1, respectively, be the sets
of all ordinals and all non-limit ordinals  ω(c+) in L. Each β ∈ W1 is a Gδ-point of L, and we can let Yβ be the space
Sβ ∈ C1 of Corollary 4. For all other points x of L, we let Yx = {1}. Finally, we let S be the space S(L, Yx) of Section 4 and
σ : S → L the resolution map. Propositions 3 and 4 assure that S is a chainable and hereditarily decomposable. Now L \ W ,
and therefore σ−1(L \ W ), being the topological sum of open subintervals of I, is one-dimensional in every sense. Also,
W is a compact zero-dimensional subset of L. Let E = σ−1(W ). If A, B are disjoint closed subsets of E , then σ(A) ∩ σ(B)
is a ﬁnite subset of W1 and a zero set of L. We conclude from Proposition 1 that trInd0 E  ω(c+). Hence, by Lemma 1,
trInd0 S  ω(c+). However, S contains a copy of Sβ for β arbitrarily close to ω(c+). Thus, trind S  ω(c+) and, therefore,
trind S = trInd0 S = ω(c+). 
9. Cook continua
We want to obtain Cook continua for countable ordinals α, and we need:
Proposition 10. (Cf. Mac´kowiak [21], Proposition 29.) Suppose that T is a weak Cook continuum. If P is a subcontinuum of T and
f : P → T is a non-constant map, then f (P ) ⊂ P and f is a monotone retraction.
Hence, T is a Cook continuum iff P \ {p} is connected for every subcontinuum P of T and every point p ∈ P .
Proof. The proof of Proposition 29(i) in [21] works for arbitrary Hausdorff continua, and in this way, we obtain the ﬁrst
assertion.
If a point p ∈ P disconnects P , then P has a non-trivial retraction, and T is not a Cook continuum. If there is a monotone
retraction f : P → f (P ) ⊂ P with a non-degenerate ﬁber f −1(p), then the continuum f −1(p) ∪ f (P ) is disconnected by
p = f (p). 
In a continuum X we shall consider end points in the following sense. An x ∈ X is called an end point of X if for every
pair of subcontinua P and Q that contain x, either P ⊂ Q or Q ⊂ P .
Lemma 12. Let X be a continuum, and Yx ∈ C for each x ∈ X. Suppose that if Yx is a single point, then x is an end point of X . If no
subcontinuum of Yx, x ∈ X, is disconnected by a point, then no subcontinuum of S(X, Yx) is disconnected by a point.
Proof. Let P be a subcontinuum of S(X, Yx), and p ∈ P . It suﬃces to show that P is not disconnected by p when
P = σ−1(Q ), where Q is a non-degenerate subcontinuum of X . Suppose that P \ {p} = U0 ∪ U1, where U0,U1 ⊂ P are
open, disjoint, and non-empty. Connectedness of P implies that clUi = Ui ∪ {p} and clUi is a non-degenerate continuum,
i = 0,1. If σ(clUi) were a point, then we would have σ(clU1−i) = Q and clU1−i = P . Thus, σ(clUi) is a non-degenerate
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σ(p) is an end point of X , σ(clUi) ⊂ σ(clU1−i) for an i ∈ {0,1}, and clUi ⊂ clU1−i . This contradiction shows that P is not
disconnected by a point. 
Theorem 5. Suppose that Z is a metrizable, hereditarily decomposable and chainable Cook continuum. If K is a non-degenerate
subcontinuum of Z and α  1 is a countable ordinal, then there exists a hereditarily decomposable and chainable Cook continuum
Sα,K ∈ C1 that satisﬁes:
(a) trind Sα,K = trInd0 Sα,K = α;
(b) Sα,K has a strong K -ﬁlling; and
(c) Sα,K has the property (†) with respect to Z .
Proof. We again apply transﬁnite induction on α. In the non-limit case the construction is exactly the same as in the proof
of Theorem 4. Two more observations are needed. (1) The ﬁrst one is trivial: S1,K = K ⊂ Z is a Cook continuum. (2) In the
construction of Sα+1,K , if the spaces Sα,Kx are Cook continua, then so is Sα+1,K . Indeed, by Proposition 10, no subcontinuum
of an Sα,Kx is disconnected by a point. By Lemma 12, no subcontinuum of Sα+1,K = S(I, Sα,Kx ) is disconnected by a point.
Sα+1,K has been constructed so that it is a weak Cook continuum, and hence, it is a Cook continuum by Proposition 10.
Let α be a countable limit ordinal, and assume that if K ⊂ Z is a non-degenerate continuum and 1 β < α, then there
exists an Sβ,K . Choose an increasing sequence of ordinals βn < α with sup{βn: n = 1,2, . . .} = α. By Remark 2(2), K contains
a family of pairwise disjoint non-degenerate continua Kx , x ∈ I. For x ∈ ( 1n+1 , 1n ] let Yx = Sβn,Kx ∈ C1, and let Y0 be a single
point. Let Sα,K be the resolution S(I, Yx) of Section 5, and σ : Sα,K → I the resolution map. By Propositions 4 and 6, Sα,K is
a hereditarily decomposable and chainable member of C1. Since βn = trind Sβn,Kx = trindσ−1(x) trind Sα,K for each n and
x ∈ ( 1n+1 , 1n ], we infer that α  trind Sα,K . In order to prove that trInd0 Sα,K  α, take disjoint closed sets A, B ⊂ Sα,K . Since
σ−1(0) is a single point, we can assume that σ−1(0) ⊂ int A. Then, there is a natural number n such that σ−1([0,1/n]) ⊂ A.
By Proposition 1, trInd0 σ−1([ 1n+1 ,1]) < α, and there is a partition L in σ−1([ 1n+1 ,1]) between A ∩ σ−1([ 1n+1 ,1]) and B
with trInd0 L < α. It is easily seen that L is a partition in Sα,K between A and B . Therefore, trind Sα,K = trInd0 Sα,K = α.
Sα,K has a strong K -ﬁlling by Lemma 10. In view of Remark 2(1), the assumptions of Lemma 11 are satisﬁed, and hence
Sα,K is a weak Cook continuum and has the property (†) with respect to Z . By Lemma 12, no subcontinuum of Sα,K is
disconnected by a point, and Sα,K is a Cook continuum by Proposition 10. 
Corollary 6. For every countable ordinal α  1, there exists a hereditarily decomposable and chainable Cook continuum Sα ∈ C1 such
that trind Sα = trInd0 Sα = α.
Proof. Let Sα = Sα,Z , where Z is the metrizable, hereditarily decomposable and chainable Cook continuum constructed by
Mac´kowiak [22]. 
Theorem 6. Suppose that Z is a metrizable, hereditarily indecomposable Cook continuum. If K is a non-degenerate subcontinuum
of Z , and α  1 is an ordinal of cardinality  c, then there exists a hereditarily indecomposable Cook continuum Sα,K ∈ C1 such that
(a) dim Sα,K = 1 and trind Sα,K = trInd0 Sα,K = α;
and the statements (b)–(c) of Theorem 4 hold.
Moreover, for α > 1 there is a fully closed, surjective and ring-like map σ : Sα,K → P onto the pseudo-arc P such that
(d) a subcontinuum P of Sα,K has trind P = α iff there is a non-degenerate continuum Q ⊂ P such that P = σ−1(Q ).
Proof. By [18, Corollary 3.4], Z is one-dimensional. The properties of the pseudo-arc P summarized in Remark 2 allow us
to use P instead of I in the proof of Theorem 4. Thus, we construct weak Cook continua Sα,K and fully closed ring-like
surjections σ : Sα,K → P. Sα,K are HI by Proposition 4. Every Sα,K has dim Sα,K = 1 by Lemma 9. Since no HI continuum is
disconnected by a point, Proposition 10 implies that Sα,K are Cook continua. 
If we use Cook’s original continuum M1 (see [11]) as Z = K in the foregoing theorem, we obtain:
Corollary 7. For every ordinal α  1 of cardinality  c, there exists a hereditarily indecomposable Cook continuum Sα ∈ C1 such that
dim Sα = 1 and trind Sα = trInd0 Sα = α.
Moreover, for α > 1 there exists a fully closed, surjective and ring-like map σ : Sα → P onto the pseudo-arc P such that a subcon-
tinuum P of Sα has trind P = α iff P = σ−1(Q ) for some non-degenerate subcontinuum Q of P.
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subcontinuum of Z , and α > 2 is an ordinal of cardinality c, then there exists a Cook continuum Sα,K ∈ C1 such that
(a) dim Sα,K = 2 and trind Sα,K = trInd0 Sα,K = α;
and the statements (b)–(c) of Theorem 4 hold.
Sketch of Proof. We modify our proof of Theorem 3. To construct S3,K , we replace Bing’s two-dimensional HI continuum by
a square I2, and use pairwise disjoint non-degenerate continua Yx ⊂ K , x ∈ I2. The statements (a)–(b) for S3,K = S(I2, Yx) are
consequences of Theorem 1 and Lemma 10. M1 does not contain non-degenerate images of plane continua (see Rogers [27]),
the assumptions of Lemma 11 are satisﬁed, and S3,K is a weak Cook continuum with the property (†). Now, S3,K is a Cook
continuum by Lemma 12 and Proposition 10.
To construct Sα,K for α > 3, we use the pseudo-arc P. By Lemma 11 again, every Sα,K is a weak Cook continuum
with (†). Every point in an HI continuum is an end point, and Sα,K are again Cook continua. 
Corollary 8. If α > 2 is an ordinal of cardinality c, then there exists a Cook continuum Sα ∈ C1 such that dim Sα = 2 and trind Sα =
trInd0 Sα = α.
It is interesting to note here that a metrizable Cook continuum is at most two-dimensional (see [23]), and a metrizable
HI Cook continuum is one-dimensional (see [18, Corollary 3.4]). Proposition 5.3 in Krzempek and E. Pol [20] states that,
if P is a metrizable continuum and X is a metrizable HI continuum with dim X > 1, then X contains a subcontinuum Q that can
be mapped onto P . Observe that it is impossible to modify our proof of Theorem 3 so as to obtain HI Cook continua Sn,α
with dim Sn,α = n > 1 and trind Sn,α = trInd0 Sn,α = α. If we use a metrizable, hereditarily indecomposable continuum X
with dim X > 1, then S(X, Yx) is not a Cook continuum. Indeed, always one of the Yx contains a metrizable non-degenerate
continuum P . If f : Q → P is a surjective map from a subcontinuum Q of X , then the composition f ◦ σ : σ−1(Q ) → P
is not a constant map. Note that for any such X and any metrizable Z , the assumption on Z in Lemma 11 would not be
satisﬁed.
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